
 

Annual Meeting of the Gore Creek Homeowners’ Association  

Monday, December 28th, 2020 

12:00 p.m. MST  

Virtual via Microsoft Teams  

Roll Call: 

Attendees: (12)  

Mr. Ken Schiciano   President of the Board (exp 2020) 

Mrs. Michelle Smith   Board Member  

Jim Sepic    Board Member   

Connie Miller    Property Manager, Gore Creek 3 & 4  

Rob Smith    Gore Creek 8 

Nick Wilder    Gore Creek 14 

Agustin Rodriguez   Gore Creek 13 

Zachary Meyers   General Manager, The Arrabelle  

Melody Haynes   Property Manager, The Lodge at Vail 

Maggie Valan    Homeowner Relations Manager, The Arrabelle 

Brandt Marott   Area Director of Engineering, Vail Resorts  

Steve Matkin    Director of Engineering, The Arrabelle  

Amanda Rodgers   Note Taker, The Arrabelle  

 

Proxies:  

Gore Creek 3   Represented by Connie Miller   

Gore Creek 4   Represented by Connie Miller  

 

Call to Order: 

The Annual Meeting of The Gore Creek Place Homeowners’ Association was called to order at 12:04 

p.m. MST. 

 

Proof of Notice of Meeting: 

Proof of Notice of Meeting was presented on December 11th, 2020 through a Calendar Appointment, a 

Zoom Meeting Invitation and a Microsoft Teams Meeting Invitation.  

 

Quorum: 

Roll call was taken, and with more than 25% of the owners present either in person or via proxy, a 

quorum was established. 

 

General Manager Comments:  

 Mr. Meyer’s addressed the association speaking to his knowledge surrounding HOA programs 

through his oversight of the Ritz Carlton, Game Creek Chalet and The Arrabelle at Vail Square 

rental programs, as well as additional rentals throughout Lionshead.  On a personal level 



mentioned his involvement as Board President on a local Vail Valley HOA as well as his role as 

Treasure for the St. James Place HOA in Beaver Creek.  Mr. Meyers is very familiar with how 

associations work and is here as a great resource to support the Association.  

 Over the past two years the HOA program has been under Mrs. Haynes who has now moved onto 

a bigger role.  Ms. Valan who has recently joined the Arrabelle team as the Homeowner Relations 

Manager will be taking over the GC HOA from Mrs. Haynes. 

 Additionally, joining on the call are Mr. Matkin, the new Director of Engineering and Mr. Marott, 

Area Director of Engineering, who are both a support with GC and who have great knowledge of 

the area. 

 

Election of Board Members: 

With no additional nominations from the floor for the open Board of Directors positions, a motion was 

made to re- elect Mr. Schiciano and Mr. Sepic, by acclimation, it was seconded; all present were in favor; 

no opposed.  

 

Mr. Schiciano motioned to nominate Mrs. Smith as President of the Board, by acclimation, it was 

seconded; all in favor; no opposed.  

 

Approval of 2019 Meeting Minutes: 

Mrs. Smith motioned for the reading of the 2019 Annual Board Meeting minutes. 

 

The following items were addressed from the 2019 Meeting minutes;  

 The new transponder system has been distributed to Homeowners.  Homeowner codes are 

changed once a year which has already taken place for this year.  Moving forward codes will be 

changed bi-annually. 

 Contractor codes are being changed on a monthly basis. 

 Tolin repaired the snow melt.  Mr. Matkin confirmed after last night’s snow fall it was working 

well and will check it again tomorrow.  

 Mrs. Haynes sent an email to Town of Vail twice in regards to emergency vehicle access at the 

Ritz garage.  Ms. Valan will follow up with TOV for confirmation.   

 The $25,000 declared for capital did go to capital.   

 Repel has been walking the property on a weekly basis, and has been very responsive. 

Engineering will confirm with Repel that they are setting outdoor traps and that a re-grout did in 

fact take place, as GC 14 had a problem with rats nesting in their vehicle.  

 Mrs. Smith inquired about having the reaming trash cans power washed that did not get washed 

last year, Ms.Valan will follow up.  

 Additional holiday trash pick up was scheduled for this past Saturday.  Ms.Valan to confirm with 

waste management if this did take place and if not that the Association is not charged for it.  

 Outdoor storage of items is not allowed in parking spots and construction materials are to be 

stored in each unit’s garage.  Mr. Schiciano to send a note out reinforcing this.  

 Cameras are functioning in the tunnel, and will be fully functionally at Loss Prevention office in 

the Arrabelle to view footage.  

 Refund was received for the double billing of the 2018 Annual Board Meeting.  

 Comcast did come last year and reviewed the Wifi, and felt it could be upgrade.  At that time no 

further decision was made to upgrade.  Ms. Valan will follow up with Nikki from Comcast 

further for faster lines and boosters in each unit.   



 The $12,171 allocated for snow melt in last year’s budget was used and then some.  No additional 

snow melt companies were contacted, at this time the Association is no longer interested in 

finding a new company.  

 Roofing repairs are taking place every year and the insurance company does recommend a new 

material other than shake.  Mr. Marott will provide a quote for repairs as well as a quote for roof 

replacement with a new material.  

 Mr. Sepic mentioned a leak coming into a bedroom in his unit.  Mrs. Haynes to send over Turner 

Morris contact information, as they repaired a similar problem in another unit.   

 Mr. Sepic mentioned needing a re-seal in his French Doors as well as a reseal on exterior 

windows as there are cracking.  Mr. Matkin to look into the re-seals.  

 In the spring there is a full painting scheduled for the exterior of the units. 

 Mr. Matkin confirmed the heat tape is working properly. 

 Additional garage door parts have been ordered and are on site stored in the garage closet.  

 Mr. Matkin and Mr. Marott will look into a quote for additional lighting in the tunnel.  

 Rocky Mountain Landscape installed the junipers for GC 11.  Moving forward any further plants 

requested would be at the owners cost.  

 Planning for a spring seal on the decks and moving forward will plan for a seal every few years.  

 Garage door wood stain is budgeted every 2 years.  

 Mrs. Smith is looking into hiring a lawyer to make sure air Airbnb cannot be used at GC Place.  

Mr. Meyers will send the bylaws and declaration in electronic form. Mrs. Smith, Mr. Schiciano 

and Mr. Meyers to set up a side meeting to discuss further.  

 The Arrabelle now changes their contractor codes to daily and has been a successful using this 

process.  

 Ms. Valan will send out correct phone numbers for Mr. Matkin, Mr. Marott and Arrabelle Loss 

Prevention and combine these with emergency situation documents to provide to each unit.  

 

Motion to approve the 2019 Annual Meeting minutes as were presented, it was seconded; all present were 

in favor; none opposed.  

 

2021 Budget Ratifications:  

 There is a fee for income tax on any interest or revenue that is generated.  Mrs. Haynes to provide 

further information.  

 Mr. Sepic expressed concern regarding the exhaust fans in the garage and what the lead time on a 

replacement motor would be.  Engineering will confirm lead time with PSI.  

 Mr. Meyers mentioned that due to wildfires in the area there is a potential for an increase in 

insurance because of the shake roofing.  Other properties in the area have received notice, 

meaning we could be notified at any time.  At this time Vail Resorts corporate has secured 

insurance for the exterior of the building, and will share out the company information of who they 

are using with the Association.  

 

Motion to ratify budget at this time with no corrections, it was seconded; all present were in favor; none 

opposed. 

 

New Business:  

 Mr. Schiciano presented the Boards new procedures for parking in the tunnel as follows; each 

unit will be assigned one parking spot in the garage allocating three spots for each unit.  This will 



leave three additional spots that can be allocated to either vendors during the week or for guest 

parking on weekends.  This will put responsibility on each unit to know who is authorized to park 

in their assigned spot, and if someone is not authorized to park in their spot they will be 

responsible for contacting Arrabelle Loss Prevention. Loss Prevention will first leave a note on 

any un-authorized vehicles and then resort to booting the vehicle if it is not removed.  In order for 

a vehicle to get a boot removed, they will have to present Loss Prevention with the proper code 

and Loss Prevention will then remove that code from the system.  Further action surrounding 

finning unauthorized vehicles will need to be discussed further.  

 Mr. Schiciano will email Mr. Meyers the details surrounding the new parking procedures to be 

shared out with the Arrabelle team appropriately.  Mr. Meyers’ added that the Arrabelle will 

continue to have their off-site concierge team communicate to guests that any additional vehicles 

can be parked with the Arrabelle valet at no additional charge.  

 The Association would like to get a quote for new lighting in the tunnel.  

 

Miscellaneous Association Comments: 

 Dog walking on the GC lawns has become an issue.  Further research into the bylaw’s and 

through Town of Vail on what is allowed to keep dogs off of the lawn needs to be explored.  A 

tasteful fence or gate option, as well as communicating with the Ritz Residences on where guests 

should be walking their pets were discussed as potential solutions. 

 Ms. Miller will now submit invoices directly to Mr. Meyers and copy Ms. Valan for review. 

 Wall repair is needed in the garage near the trash bins.  Adam on The Arrabelle team has already 

ordered samples of rubber backing to install to prevent further damage.   Mr. Meyer’s, Mr. 

Matkin and Mr. Marott will connect to take care of the repairs and the installation of the rubber 

backing.  

 Association requests Ms. Miller to walk the property with Arrabelle engineering once a month. 

 Ms. Miller needs to be added to the insurance policy.  Mr. Meyer’s will follow up on what is 

needed in order to get this completed.  

 Mrs. Smith received an invoice from Down’s Mechanical regarding dangerous wire in the crawl 

space.  Clarification is needed on who owns this space and who is responsible for the proper 

repairs.  Mr. Matkin will connect with Mr. Downs to show the Arrabelle engineers and will 

follow up with the Association.  

 GC 16’s parking space in front of the garage needs to be moved.  

 Ms. Miller and Mr. Meyer’s will connect on assigning parking spots fairly to each unit.  

 Mrs. Smith mentioned that all trees on the property need to be evaluated individually to see which 

ones will need the chicken wire replaced to prevent the beavers. 

 Mr. Meyer’s mentioned that all renters have individual parking codes that are only activate for the 

dates of stay and expires on their date of check out.  

 

Adjournment: 

There being no further business; motioned for adjournment; it was seconded; all present were in favor; no 

opposed.  The meeting was thus adjourned at 1:43 p.m. MST.  

 

 

To Do:  

Arrabelle Engineering – Steve & Brandt:  

 Connect with Repel that they are setting outdoor traps and confirm re-grout did take place  



 Provide quote for roof repair and for roof replacement using a new material other than shake  

 Provide quote for additional tunnel lighting  

 Connect with PSI on lead time for replacement motors in the garage 

 Repair damage from trash bins and install rubber backing, connect with Adam and Zach  

 Evaluate each trees chicken wire to see which need to be replaced to prevent beavers  

 Inspect with Downs dangerous wire in the crawl space  

 Look into reseals on exterior windows  

 

Maggie: 

 Follow up with TOV in regards to emergency vehicles access at the Ritz garage   

 Follow up with Nikki from Comcast further for the faster lines for Wifi and boosters for each unit 

 Send out correct phone numbers for Mr. Matkin, Mr. Marott and Arrabelle Loss Prevention and 

combine with the emergency situation documents to provide to each unit 

 Schedule power wash for the reaming trash cans with Top Gun Pressure Washing 

 Confirm that additional holiday trash pick-up toke place and if not make sure there were no 

charges  

 Send Mr. Sepic Turner Morris contact information for his leak in his units bedroom  

 Provide association with further clarification on the fee for income tax on any interest or revenue 

that is generated 

 

Zach: 

 Work with Connie in assigning owner parking spots  

 Connect with Mrs. Smith and Mr. Schiciano to discuss Airbnb  

 Send Mrs. Smith & Connie the electronic form of the bylaws and declaration 

 Share out contact information for VR’s Insurance company  

 Add Ms. Miller to the insurance policy  

 

Association: 

 Mr. Schiciano to send a note out to Association on parking spots not being used for any kind of 

storage and that construction materials need to be stored in the units garage 

 Mr. Schiciano to share with Zach the new parking protocols so they can be distributed out to the 

Arrabelle team  

 Mrs. Smith to hire a lawyer for Airbnb rentals and connect with Mr. Schiciano and Zach further 

on the matter.  

 Discuss further action surrounding finning unauthorized vehicles parking in the tunnel  

 

 

 


